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Instead of emphasizing forms and types, teachers cf
communication should emphasize the kinds of actions that verbal
communications are--both for those who make them and for those who
receive ahem. Because, in verbal communication, 1Rnguage becomes a
vehicle by which Ne exert "force" on another, language arts studies
ought to begin with the study of the attitudes and impulses which
result in communication. Moreover, both teachers and students sh..)uld
be educated to feel that the rewards of communication outweigh its
risks. Some movement in this direction has already been accomplished:
newer teaching materials emphasize human problems and resources as
well as the processes and tasks that children need to understand
before mastering the art of influential communication. However, an
overempnasis en formal and ritualistic aspects of communication still
exists (e.g., in communication theory and generative grammar). To
overcome this, speech and English teachers must put the human actions
of all communications at the centers of their curriculums. (DD)
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SPEECH AS ACTION

Carroll C. Arnold

Nine years agd at a conference of the New York Statein Speech Association, I tried to peer into the future of speech and
English eclucati(,i, in collaboration with the late Carl Freuden-

CO reich, then Supervisor of English in the New York State Educa-
-* tion Departiae,nt.1 in this essay I Lndertake to inspect the recent

past and look once more to the future.
I think it fitting in 1969 to pick up where Mr. Frouctenreith

Ca and I left off in 1.060 becaus, I judge that English and speechuj curricula are still not fully focused an tie real facts of com-
municative life. Almost a decade ago, my friend and I spoke of
the necessity for all teachers of communication to de- emphasise
forms and types and to emphasize, instead, the kinds of actions
that all verbal communications arefor those who male them
and for those who receive them. Freudenreich and I contended
in 1960 that the mare teachers observed the latter emphasis,
the more they would ameliorate what were called in the cliche
of even that day "breakdowns in communication."

On how such emphasis corld best be achieved Carl Freuden-
reich and I found ourselves in mild disagreement; I revive the
poU of our disagreement confident that my late friend would
applaud its further discussion. Like many others a decade ago,
and now, Mr. Freudenreich argued that the study of language.
as signaling system---ought to be the starting point for con-
structive, "language-arts" education in the schools. I argued
that to fasten on language as the basic phenomeun in human
communication was to gnore what most educated human beings0 C211 discover by introspection! that language is simply a tool we
use in order to accomplish actions toward other people. What
else, except the pt.ssion that 1.reeds expletives. aconnts for our

111 resort to oral or written language--er to smoke signals, Morse
code, or other sl-mboiic signallitig. systems? It seems clear to me
that, verbal oeliminnication is predorninbntly behavior in which
IF.ngurge becomes one of the venicles by which we try to exert
"force" on someone else. And if this is 3o, the starting point for
a constructive rrograr.i intended to produce people who con

[Carroll C. Arnold, currently Fro!cssor of .- ech al. the Pennsylvania
State tinfrersiiY, IS co-author el fire college textboco..!, pest editor of
Speech Monographs, and associate editor of Philosophy and Rhetoric.
ilia tixost reccut publication entitled "Oral Rhetoric, Rhetoric, and Lit-
erature" (sPhilosoph; and Rhetoric, I) explores the concept of "speech
as action" in detail.
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municeta with some skill and understanding cannct begin with
attention to language, the vehicle. Such a program ought to
begin );'r giving attention to the attitudes and impulses that
impel people to resort to la-iguage, or fist pounding, or scream-
ing, or other vehicular modes of .nfluencing. On such prem-
ises it would not be the form or code or style of communica-
tion that would be pointed to as fundamental; those instructed
would be given to understand that at the root of all communica-
tion !ie generative attitudes, intentions, and aspiratio,is which
must bo understood before the uses of language that are asso-
ciated Irith them can he examined in enlightened fashion.

I do .tot wish to imply that study of language for its own
sake is unimportant. Men ought to understand their codes. Lut I
would s3ert that the question, "What is his langimge like?" is
not a )17s.! question about the quality of anyone's spoken or writ
ten corrcrunication. The fiat questions are: "What is the act he
seeks to commit?" and "Why is he ailing in this way ?" I pro-
pose that English and speech curricula in the schools need to Writ
the first cuestion3 first, as they still have not entirely done.

In H CO, there was little idence in educational materials in
New Yo:t: State that these first questions about acts of atten pted
communcation were thought relevant to so-ckilled "language
arts'' programs. I cite a single example. .A little booklet titled
Everday 1Vriting was published in 1959 for use throughout the
state. This passage was the core of its introductory statement
to elemeAtary school teachers:

leaflet deals with various aspects of everyday writing
tha- must be done by elementary school children. It includes
the writing of friendly and business letters, informal notes,
invitstians, reports, diaries, note taking, and the writing of
chit minutes and .news stories. It summarizes the technical
kno Wedge and language usage that are required.

A casual reader might say, "This draws attention directly to
the social acts for which we use written language." But that
reader a.ould be wrong. The entire booklet was about the
"proper" forms of "acceptable" letters, club minutes, and so on.
That the intentions, experiences, and actions of writing letters
and rea'ding them are what cause men to structure letters differ-
ently fro.n club minutes got not even a dependent clause in this
basic book for teachers. Similarly the New York State Sy/tabus
in English hi 1960 implied that speech education in the schools
would be achieved if students learned the accepted forms of
using a telephone, asked grammatically appropriate questions in
interview s, and in like fashion learned the rules of other social
rituals tt at use speech instead of writing. (Let me note in pass-
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ing that this section of the syllabus was prepared by ,deech
teachers, not by teach,.rs of writing and literature.)

It would be easy to multiply evidence from the syllabi of
New York State and almost all other states that the teaching of
writing and speaking was predominantly teaching of "good
form" a decade ago. There are signs of change; nonetheless, this
essay is written to urge that the changes be speeded up.

One of the newer speech testbooks 2 for senior high schools
subordinates its discussions of language forms and of types of
speeches to such considerations as the roles of speech in forming
American society, the environmental conditions which allow or
prevent spoken communication from occurring effectively, the
problems that must be solved in composing influential speech
once reasons to speak have come into being. There is little in the
book about in;erviewing as a fa; m of discourse or about after-
dinnef speaking per se, or about formal "rules" cf panel dis-
cussion. The emphasis is on the human problems that beg to be
solved through speech and the creative tasks that are confronted
when anyone undertakes to solve such problems by resort to
personalized, verbal communication. A textbook with this sort of
emphasis constitutes a good sign, I think.

Another good sign is the emphasis in the New York State
Education Department's Experimental Materials on reading,
published in 1964. These documents direct attention to the
processes and the tasks that children must understand before
they can truly master communication that influences or seeks to
influence. It is urged that the real reason children need to under-
stand wordsachi.,e vocabulariesis that words are the in-
strumentalities of speaking and * lading. Jt is only because the
sounds people make must seem conventional to be meaningful
that pronunciation is important, according to this source. The
reason a child needs to search for meanings in the gross struc-
tures and the logical patterns that recur in language is simply
that the meaning of any written message transcends the mean-
ings of words viewed in series only. Communicative strategy is
the thing to which this kind of pedagogical orientation invites
initial attention; interpreting strategies comes next, and using
like strategies comes finally as the sensible way of surviving in
a linguistic world. At last, though not emphatically, ?nun regains
center stage in the communicative world.

But all is not wonin New York State or elsewhere. English.
Language Arts, Experimental Material: Composition Section
published in 1965 by the New York State Education Department,
has as its very first lesson: The child [K-3] learns to express
a comr;lete thought orally." Under the heading, "activities," the
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following appears: it is important that the teacher speak to the
children in complete sentences." I think it fair to interrupt
the quotation with an incomplete scntenc.. "No matter what she
says?" The passage proceeds: "Read simple sentences to the
children. Have the children tell the who and what of each sen-
tence. Encourage children to speak in complete sentences when-
ever preferable." I call special attention to the confessional quali-
fier. In "whenever preferable" lodges the admission that every-
thing preceding was unreal. How is it that one discovers when a
complete sentence is preferable instead of inappropriate? Car.
the litany of formal "propriety" tell? Is it not by deciding what
social act is to be performed by uttering that appropriateness of
grammatical action is determined? In the passage just cited,
form is assigned ultimate value despite a dependent admission
that verbal forms are in the last analysis authorized only by
the qualities and conditions of iviman relationship and inter-
action.

I launch no vendetta. I have illustrated irom materials pub-
lished by the New York State Education Department only be-
cause I assume my readers are familiar with these documents.
To even matters, I call attention to the fine disregard of what
speaking is, as action. that is reflected in a recent college text-
book on speech: "Any speech that has as its primary purpose
the presentation of a learning experience for listeners is classi-
fiable as informative or instructional." 3 Once more, as in the
earlier .luotations I have presented, human communication is
being treated as a thing rather than as an adaptive action. en-
gaged in by a communicator in hopes of influencing the private
experience of a listener or a reader.

It seems to me undeniable that, though wholesome signs ap-
pear, speech and English pedagogies still emphasize forms of
pint, script, and utterance and de-emphasize the human prob-
lems and human resources which at once account for and
measure communicative acts.

If the facts are even approximat 'y as I have suggested, they
are not of merely theoretical interest. Is it not possibla that some
of the frustrations of students, some of the so-called generation
gap, and some of the gap between teachers and students is trace-
able to unrealistic emphasis on formal and ritualistic aspects of
communication at the expense of attention to problems of human
relationship that bring verbal communications into existence?

I recently sat with three Language -arts supervisors from a
medium sized city in Pennsylvania. The supervisor of work in
the elementary grades said that somewhere between grades 3
and 5, "Our students seem to make up their minds that they
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shouldn't talk in class because it's too riskyyou could be wrong
and that hurts your grades." The high-school supervisor said,
"Whatever the reason, many of the best students are convinced
by the time they reach us that the only safe ways to behave are
to say as little as possible and, instead, to listen and read in
order to find out what it is safe tc, 'send' in writing." The super-
visor from the junior high school agreed that his colleagues were
describing conditions accurately. This bleak testimony can be
secured from school system after school systemand not alone
from Pennsylvania.

Recognition of speaking (and writing and reading and lis-
tening) as humanly significant action is not difficult to achieve.
Through co-operative efforts of TI-e Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity, the Pennsylvania Speech Association, the Pennsylvania
State Department of Education, and the federal government,
successful but relatively simple attacks are being made on
communicative problems in classrooms, and fundamentally simi-
lar programs in English are being developed. In my state it is
being demonstrated that any teacher of any subject can, if she
wants to, change students' attitudes toward the action of speak-
ing. It is ben proved that teachers can create conditions under
which guidance toward effective and efficient oral communica-
tion can come to be sought after. Step One is to educate the
teachers--all of themto the fact that for any of us to say
anything to others is to choose to act in a way that is in some
degree riskful to one's self because it involves acting in a ,vtti
that exposes one to the possibility of being or being thought to
be "wrong." Teachers are taught this elemental fact by being
forced, themselves, to communicate orally with each other, with
college professors, and with pupils while acknowledging that they
have human purposes which will stand or fall depending upon
the strategic wisdom with which th3y manage their personal
powers. In this way teachers are made to feel the tensions that
riskful communication creates in all humans including their
own students. Step Two is to educate the teachers to the fact
that it is only when we think the rewards of talk outweigh the
risks that any of us is psychologically prepared to seek in prac-
tical fashk r the communicative strategies that are available for
our acknowledged purpose. Step Three is to show teachers the
wide array of opportunities and techniques they have for mak-
ing oral communication natural, necessary, lout unthreatening in
their classrooms. The whole retraining program hinges on get-
ting teachers to look upon speech as a human action that has to
be proved safe, useful, and open to practical, rewarding refine-
ment. When teachers see these things, their teaching strategies
and their students' attitudes toward oral communication change.
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Using con nunicative strategies becomes a matter of good sense
rather than a ritualistic battle to conform to requirements im-
posed without reference to the needs communicators feel within
them.

The same general approach has l,fn adopted in the teaching
of writing. A reportedly outstanding English program in Chi-
cago employs a comparable approach to communication in the
elementary grades of a ghetto schoo1.4 Pupils "share and tell,"
but they are kept at the "sharing" until their peers say they
"understand." Then, and only then, the shaiers get the "privi-
lege" of writing. Writing becomes the "record" of successful,
oral creation, reflecting the human importance both writing aid
speaking have in social experience. Consequently the strategies
which generate communicative forms gain practical, hence gen-
uine importance and justify in their turn, the conventional
forms of verbal usages

If such programs are in any degree unusual, it is only be-
cause communication is treated as an event that makes sense
only to the extent that it is practically motivated action toward
someone else who has become important and real. In these pro-
grams one does not begin with attention to oral or written lan-

uage, or to communicative form ver se. One begins with human
problems and human aspirations. They make it necessary to
find out how language, behavior, and form serve practical pur-
poses. Resolution of human need justifies a search for and con-
formity to whatever it may be that listeners and readers pecul-
iarly demand of speakers and writers.

Through whatever window I peer into the future of educa-
tion in speech and English, the same necessities seem to present
themselves: necessities to subordinate form, rule, and ritual and
to elevate human problems in learners' consideration as the role
excuses for communicative acts. I am even led to the heresy of
suggesting that the words "language arts" he declared obscene.
They imply that language is a thing. They imply that to make
acceptable, moving communications is to behave artificially and
in even an eccentriz manner. This is not total untruth, but it is
conceptualization heavily freighted with untruth. School children
and college students know from observation that lanf,:uage and
linguistic forms ere tools before they become "art." To talk of
"art" before one talks of "needs" is for uncorrupted children
and laymen psychological nonsense. It is only the connoisseurs
of artifacts who prize the finished forms above the living ex-
perience that generated them.

As a fatal point I wish to emphasize that this Essay is no
unrestrainee call for pedagogical change without careful assess-
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ment of what goals the teaching of the nature and arts cf human
communication should serve. If I have reasoned at all well, at
least two of the most widely discussed approaches to teaching
speech and writing deserve diffident reception.

Pedagogy in oral communication quite properly recognizes
the emergence of what is commonly called "communication
theory." As usually treated, this "theory" is an explanation of
human communication by analogy with electrical circuitry. Ana-
logically, communication is discussed as a process of encod-
ing, transmitting, decoding, interpreting, br:i responding. Fol-
lowing a strand of linguistic theorizing which uses a quite differ-
ent analogy, nrach pedagogy in English treats "generative gram-
mar" as a dc.,-,2riptive explanation of compositional creativity.

English and speech curricula ought to be influenced by these
fertile interpretations of the ways we communicate with each
other, but we ought also to notice that there is nothing in either
of these ways of conceptualizing that prevents one from confining
people and their communicative business to the closet while ex-
plainers meditate on progressive diminution of humar choice in
grammatical generation or the regenerative circuitousness of
communicative cycles. Without insistence that it is needful per-
sons who generate language according to convention and that
they do so to act upon others who are equally but differently
needful, English curricula can become as sterile and "irrelevant"
under the influence of generative "rules" as under the rules of
"correctness." And unless every "encoder" is seen as a needful
person who has dared to risk himself in personalized association
with particular, needful others, speech curricula can remain as
sterile as a routinized set of drills in "correct" telephonic con-
versation, "beautiful" oral reading, or "polished" interviewing
or public speaking.

Neither generative grammar nor communication theory in-
herently invokes recognition that human communication is ac-
tion taken toward other human beings. Yet to understand that
process entails learning to know the selves that act, commit, risk,
and respond when communication occurs.

It seems to me that if communicative gaps are to be closed,
speech and English teachers must put the human actions that all
communications are at the centers of their curricula. Language-
centered, form-centered, activity-centered, circuitry-centered cur-
ricula have rr,t closed the communicative gaps of an open so-
ciety, nor are they likely to. 1 regret that it is almost as heretical
in 1969 as in 1960 to propose that the basic test of any English
or speech curriculum, or unit of instruction, or instf uctor ought
to he a 'rest that asks whether students' attitudes were made
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more, rather than less, favorable toward settling human prob-
lems by verbal means. Even though it might seem disturbing to
think of one's salary rising and falling in proportion to the rise
and fall of che's students' enthusiasm for constructive com-
municative processes, I seriously suggest that high valuation of
communication as a means of relieving and resolving human
problems is truly the acid test of whether speaking and writing,
listening and reading are being humanistically taught. One
might even go so fbr as to suggest that some of today's incivility
and frustration with "the system" could be diminished if fruitful
use of the modes of communication were stressed above the
modes themselves. The world's problems would not disappear if
English and speech teachers so resolved and so taught, but we
who profess the communicative processes that are centrally
verbal would at least make sense to our students. And we might
reveal that verbal communication is more interesting as a crea-
tive, consti active tool than as a weapon. That would be no small
thing.

FOOTNOTES

This essay is an adaptation of an address of the same title delivered at
the joint convention of NYSEC and NYSSA, Buffalo, April 26, 1969. 117r.
Arnold is Professor of Speech at The Pennsylvania State University and was
formerly Professor of Speech and Drama, Cornell University.

1
The addresses referred to were delivered March 11, 1960before the annual convention of the New York State Speech

Association, E3mira, and were published in Speech Associa-
tion Reports, V(May 1960), "Special Feature," 1-17.

zR. R. Allen, Sharol Anderson, Jere Hough, Speech inAmerican Society (Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Co., 1968).

Glen E. Mills, Message Preparation (Indianapolis: The
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1966), p. 10.

4As reported to the NCTE-SAA Joint Corrnitcee on Rhetoricand the Preparation of Elementary School Teachers, Chicago,
Illinois, by Rita Hansen, USOE English Curriculum Cmter,Northwestern University, January 8, 1966. See also mimeo-graphed report. Wallace W. Douglas, "A Teacher's Experiencewith Composition" (Evanston:

Curriculum Center in English,Northwestern University, 1965).
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